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Mango Languages

PRICE
Free to Try, Paid

GRADES
K-12

PLATFORMS
Website

SUBJECTS
English Language Arts [ + ]

Social Studies [ + ]

SKILLS
Communication & Collaboration [ + ]

Character & SEL [ + ]

GRAPHITE RATING TEACHER RATING (2 TEACHER REVIEWS)

STANDARDS
Common Core State Standards

Conversational instruction outshines many other language
programs 
Visit Website

Show Additional Product Details

ENGAGEMENT

PEDAGOGY

SUPPORT

LEARNING SCORES

Mango Languages' system combines active, critical-thinking exercises with audio

help that kids can personalize. A warm narrator addresses and encourages them

directly.

Interactive exercises through which kids can advance at their own pace provide

instruction for more than 52 languages. Users learn practical conversational

skills and extras, including cultural tips.

A blog features occasional updates and site news, and the instruction also can be

used on mobile devices, but there aren't too many other extras. 

Read how we rate and review all products on Graphite.
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Shmoop

EDITORIAL REVIEW

PROS

The language instruction goes above and beyond

basic vocabulary memorization; kids get realistic

usage help.

CONS

The conversation-based program could benefit

from more writing activities.

BOTTOM LINE

Language instruction is presented in a digestible,

yet thorough way, and kids are exposed to culture

tips and other effective extras.

GRAPHITE EXPERT REVIEW

SEE HOW TEACHERS ARE USING MANGO LANGUAGES

TEACHER REVIEWS
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Erin Brereton 

Common Sense Graphite Reviewer 

GRAPHITE RATING WHAT'S IT LIKE?
Mango Languages offers more than 45 language courses and ESL instruction in

17 languages. Parents and children who register for Mango Passport, designed

to help travelers learn grammar, pronunciation, and conversation skills, can

download the desktop application and then use the system without an Internet

connection. 

Mango's K-12 edition is a subscription-based online program designed for
Read More

IS IT GOOD FOR LEARNING?
Mango Languages' impressive design features an interactive system with

memory-building and critical thinking exercises that show kids how to put new

words into practical use. Cards offer lesson choices and instruction. A narrator

introduces each chapter's goal, reads sentences aloud, and offers positive

encouragement like, "Don't worry if the conversation seemed difficult; we'll

lead you through it, part by part." Users click an arrow to move to the next slide

when they're ready.
Read More

HOW CAN TEACHERS USE IT?
The K-12 version is a web-based system; students can access it at home or at

school with an Internet connection, so you can assign lessons as homework.

Courses, which would work well as individual assignments that students can

move through independently, are divided into basic versions designed to

quickly learn words and phrases and Mango Complete courses, which provide

more advanced instruction. You may want to set completion goals to ensure

kids are using the system regularly and encourage them to advance to higher
Read More

Engaging Language Site 1

Mara G. 
Greenbush-Middle River
Senior High School 
Greenbush, MN November 4, 2014

Easy to navigate language course
emphasizes oral language skills.

Liz D. 
P.S. 360 
Bronx, NY August 24, 2014
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Common Sense is the nation's leading

independent non-profit organization

dedicated to empowering kids to thrive in a

world of media and technology.

Families, educators, and policymakers turn to

Common Sense for unbiased information and

trusted advice to help them learn how to

harness the positive power of media and

technology for all kids.
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Common Sense Media Graphite

Teachers Developers

Mango Languages' K-12 version features a dashboard where teachers can set up

student groups and monitor progress.
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